What's the cause?

Read each sentence. Write what you think might be an effect on the line below.

Students' answers will vary.
Examples provided below.

Example
Cause: It was a very hot day.
Effect: The horses were thirsty.

1) Cause: __It was a holiday.__
   Effect: School was closed for the day.

2) Cause: __He did not remember to water the flowers.__
   Effect: The flowers all died.

3) Cause: __Kelly was very hungry.__
   Effect: Kelly ate all her snacks.

4) Cause: __It was raining outside.__
   Effect: I wore rain boots to school today.

5) Cause: __Carmen was very tired.__
   Effect: Carmen went to bed early.

6) Cause: __There was a hole in the bag of candy.__
   Effect: The candy spilled from the bag.

7) Cause: __Our car stopped working.__
   Effect: We bought a new car.

8) Cause: __Bobby wasn't feeling well.__
   Effect: Bobby's dad gave him medicine.